Fenton's oxidation of food processing wastewater components. Kinetic modeling of protocatechuic acid degradation.
The oxidation of protocatechuic acid (PA), a typical phenol-type compound present in food processing wastewater, has been carried out by means of Fenton's reagent. Both the H2O2 and Fe(II) initial concentrations increase the PA degradation rate. Temperature also enhances the PA conversion when raised from 283 to 313 K, a further increase to 323 K results in a lower PA removal. Increasing the PA initial concentration leads to a decrease of conversion values but an opposite effect in terms of removal rate. pH values in the range 3-4 resulted in the total inhibition of the oxidation process. Similar PA depletion rates were experienced regardless of the oxidation state of the catalyst (ferrous or ferric iron). Additionally, an attempt based on the classic Fenton's chemistry plus some other stages accounting for the Fe(II) regeneration from Fe(III) and the inefficient H2O2 decomposition was conducted to model the process.